The Gold Standard in Dry-Bulk Manholes.

The SureSeal LM Offers Unique Features that Deliver Superior Performance.

For more than 50 years, SureSeal Corporation has been a specialized manufacturer of pressure and non-pressure manholes used in the handling, transfer and transport of dry-bulk commodities around the globe. In that time, SureSeal manholes have been setting the standard for cost-effective, efficient and reliable operation in a wide range of industries and their respective dry-bulk handling applications.

LM Nylon Wearplate Features
- High-strength
- Easy to install
- Smooth operation
- No product hangups
- Handles working pressures up to 30 psi
- Increased service life
- Standard on new LM Series Manholes
- Can be retrofitted to existing LM Manholes

Barbed Gasket Design
- Easy to install
- No special tools needed
- No mess
- Performance immune to changes in climate
- Available in Neoprene or Buna-N models
- Easy to replace when updating cam components

The LM manhole’s advanced cam mechanism lets you adjust the cam bolt for a precision alignment and evenly applied lid force.

Advanced Cam Mechanism
- Adjustable cam bolts
- Precision alignment with lid
- Evenly applied lid force
- Consistent, superior seal
- Longer cam levers provide better leverage
- Improved mechanical operation
- Can be retrofitted to existing LM Manholes
- Simple, safe installation saves time and money
Sure Seal’s Dry Bulk Manholes are the gold standard in handling, transfer and transport of dry-bulk commodities around the globe.
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